High quality global illumination can enhance the visual perception of depth cue and local thickness of volumetric data but it is seldom used in scientific visualization because of its high computational cost. This paper presents a novel grid-based illumination technique which is specially designed and optimized for volume visualization purpose. It supports common light sources and dynamic transfer function editing. Our method models light propagation, including both absorption and scattering, in a volume using a convectiondiffusion equation that can be solved numerically. The main advantage of such technique is that the light modeling and simulation can be separated, where we can use a unified partial-differential equation to model various illumination effects, and adopt highlyparallelized grid-based numerical schemes to solve it. Results show that our method can achieve high quality volume illumination with dynamic color and opacity mapping and various light sources in real-time. The added illumination effects can greatly enhance the visual perception of spatial structures of volume data.
Introduction
Volume rendering is useful for visualizing field data such as numerical simulation results and medical imaging (CT, PET, MRI, etc.) datasets. It involves projecting 3D discretely sampled datasets onto 2D image planes with proper shading. Interactive and high quality illumination techniques are crucial for effective volume visualization and can enhance the visual perception of spatial structures in volume datasets. For example, global shadows can greatly improve the perception of depth cues and multiple scattering can present the local thickness of certain structures. Although simple Phong shading is fast, it only provide limited realism and may not reflect clear structures, depth orders or thickness of complex volume datasets. In recent years, advanced real-time illumination techniques have been received much attention due to the fast growing computational power of modern GPUs. These techniques can achieve better shadings such as ambient occlusion, soft shadows and scattering in realtime. However, it is still challenging to achieve multiple volumetric effects at the same time under various light sources without losing efficiency or rendering quality.
The light transport within volume usually involves emission, absorption and scattering. Such a complicated light propagation produces various global illumination effects, including single/multiple scattering and volume shadow. Although the Monte Carlo ray tracing can accurately render these volumetric effects, its prohibitively high computation expense leads itself to be impractical. Kajiya and Von Herzen [Kajiya and Von Herzen 1984] first proposed to separate the rendering procedure into two steps. In the first step, the source radiance at each voxel is estimated, and the second step is to march along the view rays to gather the source radiance. Although this method is more efficient than the Monte Carlo ray tracing, due to the dense sampling of source radiance, the radiance estimation of each voxel requires substantial computations. Volume photon mapping [Jensen and Christensen 1998 ] accelerates the radiance estimation but it is still hard to achieve real-time frame rate even with the assistant of a GPU. Most real-time techniques try to reduce the cost of voxel radiance estimation by using simplified approximations (e.g. [Schlegel et al. 2011] ). Although such methods can produce smooth shadows, the shading quality and realism are limited without accurate and comprehensive light simulations.
In this paper, our contribution is a high quality real-time volume illumination technique which is specially designed for interactive volume visualization where the mapping from data value to color and opacity at each voxel can be dynamic. Our technique models the global light propagation, absorption and multiple scattering as a unified partial differential equation (PDE). This equation can be simply solved using standard and highly-parallelized grid-based numerical methods. Our method separates the illumination modeling and light simulation, which offers the flexibility to choose different numerical schemes for solving the model equation. It is straightforward to implement it on a GPU to achieve both high quality shading and fast rendering. Its efficiency also ensures that we can interactively change the light sources and transfer functions that affect the global light transportation.
Related Work
The volume illumination involves solving the radiative transfer equation [Chandrasekhar 1960 ]. As mentioned already, Kajiya and Von Herzen [Kajiya and Von Herzen 1984 ] present a two-pass ray tracing method. Afterwards, several methods have been proposed to compute numerical solution of the radiative transfer equation by using either ray tracing [Levoy 1990; Lafortune and Willems 1996] or radiosity [Rushmeier and Torrance 1987] . These solutions can render various volume illumination effects with arbitrary phase functions and heterogeneous media. However, the computational cost is tremendous and the rendering can only be done offline. To improve the performance, Stam [Stam 1995] approximates the time-consuming multiple scattering effects using diffusion process, which can be simulated by either a multi-grid scheme or a finite-element blob method. Nevertheless, the speed is still far from interactive.
To render volume scattering, volumetric photon mapping (VPM) method [Jensen and Christensen 1998 ], an extension to standard photon mapping [Christensen et al. 2001] , is proposed. In its first stage, the VPM method traces photons throughout the volume and stores them into hierarchical data structure, like kd-tree. Afterwards, the ray marching is performed and at each step the prestored photons are gathered for final radiance. This final radiance gathering step can also be computed more efficiently by photon splatting [Boudet et al. 2005; Jarosz et al. 2008] . The difficulty which prevents VPM from achieving interactive performance is the creation and maintenance of hierarchical structure. Even with the GPU-based kd-tree [Zhou et al. 2008b ], rendering high-frequency volume effects with tens of millions of photons is still a non-trivial task. [Ihrke et al. 2007 ] present a method for efficient light transport in refractive objects but changing lighting positions still requires seconds of update time. [Kaplanyan and Dachsbacher 2010] introduced light propagation volumes for indirect lighting and its extension [Billeter et al. 2012] can deal with scattering effects in isotropic and homogeneous media.
Precomputated radiance transfer (PRT) based methods such as [Sloan et al. 2002] has the ability to render high-quality volume effects under complex lighting environments with very low cost at runtime. However, its strength is to handle complex distant lighting which is less important for volume visualization, and it is not efficient and accurate enough for approximating local and internal light sources. Although its preprocessing time and large intermediate storage cost is affordable for static volume datasets, it may not be efficient for time-varying datasets and in-situ rendering. Zhou et al. [Zhou et al. 2008a ] proposed a real-time smoke rendering technique where the volume density is approximated using a set of radial basis functions (RBFs). The lighting can be solved efficiently on the RBFs but this technique is not designed for general volume data and may not scale well as the number of RBFs increases.
In recent years, several interactive techniques have been proposed to enhance the volume rendering for visualization where certain effects are desired including shadows and scattering. For example, GPU-based screen space ambient occlusion (SSAO) [Shanmugam and Arikan 2007 ] is a fast technique to render occlusion effects by sampling the depth buffer in screen space. It can be also applied to volume rendering [Díaz et al. 2010] . Although efficient, SSAO may not produce desired results in certain cases where depth buffer cannot offer enough information such as topology and opacity. Object space occlusion, for example [Kronander et al. 2012] , offers better quality while the cost of visibility estimation is still high. Summed area table (SAT) based techniques [Díaz et al. 2010; Schlegel et al. 2011] provide an efficient way to integrate occlusion/distinction in certain volume regions and can render global shadows. But the simplified approximation cannot produce good multiple scattering effects such that the overall shading quality is limited.
Overview
The design of our volume rendering method is made to meet several goals:
• No preprocessing is required such that it is usable for both static and time-varying volume datasets as well as online rendering.
• The rendering speed should be real-time to ensure interactive transfer function editing for dynamic mapping from data value to color and opacity .
• It should be optimized for multiple common light sources including distant(directional) lights and point lights, which are useful for volume visualization, rather than arbitrarily complex environment lights.
• It can produce realistic high-quality shading including shadow and multiple scattering inside translucent and heterogeneous media.
In order to meet these goals, we first divide the light simulation into N steps where N is the number of light sources. For each light source, we solve a convection equation which models the light propagation and absorption(occlusion) inside the volume domain to obtain a steady state energy distribution. The resultant energy fields are accumulated into a single light volume. Then a diffusion equation is solved for multiple scattering within the volume. Finally, we use the standard volume ray casting method to evaluate the ray integrals where the light volume is used to shade the sampling points along each ray. Fig. 2 shows a general workflow of our volume rendering technique. 
Illumination Model
Although Monte-Carlo ray tracing is the most general way to render volume data, the two-step rendering method [Kajiya and Von Herzen 1984] offers a practical strategy for efficient volume rendering where the voxel radiance is estimated at the first step and is gathered at the second ray tracing step. This framework is GPUfriendly because the second step can be achieved using s standard GPU-based volume ray casting method and the per voxel radiance can also be estimated in parallel. Many recent volume rendering techniques are also based on such framework (e.g. [Schlegel et al. 2011; Kronander et al. 2012] ). Therefore, we also follow this strategy to derive a novel PDE-based volume illumination method.
Light Propagation
Our technique separately estimates the direct illumination for individual light sources. For each simple light source, the basic assumption we made is that the light propagation direction at each point is unique for direct lighting without scattering or reflection/refraction. This is obvious for simple light sources such as distant light, point light or cone light. And this assumption enables using a single value to encode light energy at each spatial location. Therefore, the direct lighting can be modeled as a time-varying light flow field. Consider an empty domain V , the rate of energy change
where ρ is the energy density at x, c is the speed of light, u(x) is the unit light propagation direction at x, ∂V is the boundary of V , and n(x) is the outward unit normal on ∂V . Here u is light source dependent and it is discussed in later sections. The energy change rate inside V depends on how much energy comes across the boundary surface of V which can be evaluated using the right hand side of Eq. 1. If the volume of V is extremely small, we can derive the differential equation using Stokes' theorem
Eq. 2 is a standard convection equation [Bejan 1984] which is solvable if a compatible boundary condition is applied.
Absorption
Light absorption is an important feature for volume visualization because materials with absorption properties can cast shadows onto other objects. If the domain V is not empty where light is partially absorbed by semi-transparent materials, we can modify Eq. 2 in order to take into account absorption
where 0 ≤ σ a (x) ≤ 1 is the absorption coefficient at x. σ a (x) can be obtained from the opacity volume, which depends on the transfer function of the original volume data. A σ a (x) = 0 means light passes through x freely while a σ a (x) = 1 indicates light is completely blocked at x.
Scattering
Multiple scattering is another desired feature in volume visualization which enhances the visual perception of local thickness of volumetric objects. While accurately simulating the multiple scattering requires heavy computational cost, over-simplified approximation cannot produce visually plausible results. As stated in [Stam 1995] , multiple scattering can be approximated by a diffusion process in the limit of an optically thick medium. This offers a practical way to model the scattering effect. Therefore, we integrate a diffusion term into Eq. 3
where D is the diffusion tensor. For volume visualization, we assume the scattering is isotropic and let the diffusion tensor D = σ s I where σ s is the scattering coefficient, because the contribution of anisotropic scattering to the visual perception is not obvious. Therefore Eq. 4 can be simplified as
Eq. 5 is a convection-diffusion equation that models the light propagation, absorption and scattering within the entire volume domain Ω. However, it still needs proper initial and boundary conditions in order to be solved numerically. These conditions depend on light sources and are discussed in the following subsections.
Distant Lights
Distant parallel lighting is commonly used in volume visualization where the direction of the light flow u is constant. Assume the light direction is u D and the energy density of the distant light is ρ D , the boundary condition for Eq. 5 is a hybrid Dirichlet-Neumann condition [Cheng and Cheng 2005] ρ
where x ∈ ∂ Ω is the boundary of the entire volume domain Ω and n(x) is the unit outward normal at x. Eq. 6 specifies the boundary condition for the surface region that is facing the light. The Neumann boundary condition used in Eq. 7 means the light leaves the volume boundary surface without any occlusion. Fig. 3 shows the relation between the light source and the boundary condition.
Light Volume
Light Source 
Point Lights
Point lights are also useful for volume visualization. In addition to using point light sources as external light sources, we may also put point lights inside the volume domain such that certain highly occluded internal structures can be illuminated and highlighted. Therefore, the boundary condition for a point light source can be classified as two different cases. Assume x P is the position of the light source. If x P is outside the volume region (i.e. x P / ∈ Ω), we can use the following boundary condition
where G(x, x P ) is a falloff function for point light sources. In our implementation, we use a simple Gaussian function for G. If x P is inside the volume region (i.e. x P ∈ Ω), a pure Neumann boundary condition can be used
We also need to specify an interior boundary condition at the position of the light source
In general, Eq. 5 to 11 form a complete system for volume light propagation under a distant or point light source. The existence and uniqueness of the steady state solution to the system ensures that we can solve it numerically. The detailed numerical schemes we used are discussed in the next section.
Solving the Model Equation
Solving Eq. 5 consist of several steps. We first split the equation into a convection step and a diffusion step. The convection step is solved for each light source using a first-order upwind scheme [Courant et al. 1952] . The results are accumulated into a single energy volume and we then solve the diffusion step for scattering effects. Details are discussed in this section.
Splitting
We use finite difference method to solve Eq. 5. In order to minimize the computational cost, instead of solving the entire equation for each light source, we split Eq. 5 into a convection equation
and a diffusion equation
where Eq. 13 can be made independent of light sources with a pure Neumann boundary condition. Therefore, we can first solve Eq. 12 for each light source and combine the solution together. Then we only need to solve a single diffusion equation instead of multiple ones. This can significantly reduce the computational cost when there are multiple light sources, because solving Eq. 13 usually requires certain iterative linear solver such as Gauss-Seidel iteration or conjugate gradient method which has much higher cost than solving Eq. 12.
Volume Discretization
Before solving Eq. 12 and 13, we have to discretize the volume domain. For a regular grid volume dataset, we can use a similar grid for light simulation. The grid resolution ∆x can be the same as the volume dataset or lower. Certain amount of down sampling can increase the performance of light simulation while maintain the shading quality. The energy density ρ(x) is then discretized into j∆x, k∆x) . The discretizations of other field quantities are similar to the energy density.
Light Volume Initialization
After volume discretization, we have to initialize the solution ρ i, j,k . For solving Eq. 12, we only need to set the boundary values according to Eq. 6-10 and set the interior values to zeros except in the case of Eq. 11 which is discussed in this subsection. When initializing the energy density for an internal point light source, we set the voxels which are close to the center of the light source to the original light intensity
where
For internal point lights, the region that satisfies Eq. 15 will not be updated during the light simulation and is treated as an internal boundary condition.
The Upwind Scheme for Convection
To solve Eq. 12, we use a first-order upwind scheme which has regular memory access patterns on GPUs. Upwind schemes are originated from [Courant et al. 1952] , where the finite difference stencil points are chosen based on the local wave direction. The scheme uses stencil points along the inverse wave direction in order to achieve stable results when the CFL condition C = c∆t/∆x ≤ 1 is satisfied. In our implementation, we let c∆t = ∆x/2 such that C = c∆t/∆x = 1/2. Assume we have the solution at time t, say ρ i, j,k (t), the solution at the next time step can be evaluated through
Here
is the light direction at the voxel Ω i, j,k and ρ i, j,k x , ρ i, j,k y , ρ i, j,k z are the three components of the density gradient which depend on the light direction
16 is evaluated repeatedly until a steady state solution of Eq. 5 is obtained which satisfies
together with the light source dependent boundary conditions discussed in Section 4.4 and 4.5. To achieve maximum convergence speed, we update the energy volume layer by layer using 16 along the light propagation direction. Usually 4-5 iterations are required for each layer in order to achieve good results.
Light Field Composition
Before solving Eq. 13 for scattering effects, we can composite the solutions of Eq. 12 for all light sources. This can be done by simply combining all the energy density fields together with corresponding light color into a single light color field
where ρ k is the solution of Eq. 12 under the kth light source, L k is the color of the kth light source and L is the composed light color field.
The Diffusion Process
We now simulate the scattering effect by solving Eq. 13. Because the energy density fields are already combined in the previous step as discussed in Section 5.5, we need to modify Eq. 13 to a vector form
whereσ s consist of three scattering coefficients for different color channels. Although an accurate multigrid solver can be used, Eq. 23 is solved implicitly using the Gauss-Seidel iteration method [Jeffreys and Jeffreys 1966] which has less memory usage. The solution at t = 1 is used as the final illumination volume.
Rendering
After we get the final illumination volume, a standard volume ray casting method is adopted to render the original volume data. During the volume ray integral evaluation, only one extra texture sampling operation is required in order to lookup the illumination value L(x) at each sample point. This value is then combined with the Phong shading result to evaluate the final light color at the sample point
where I a , I d and I s are the intensity of ambient, diffuse and specular lighting, respectively. L f inal (x) is then used to shade the material color which depends on the original data and the user specified transfer function.
Implementation
The general procedure of our volume rendering technique is listed in Algorithm 1. The user interface of our renderer enables users to edit transfer function, light sources and rendering parameters in real-time. For the light simulation, the resolution of the light volume can also be adjusted by users. Normally a light volume with a half resolution of the original volume data can already produce visually plausible results. For certain cases where high computational cost is required (e.g. many light sources, high resolution light volumes) and real-time frame rate is crucial, we can also compute the light volume in multiple frames due to the iterative structure of our method. render the current frame using ray casting
We use NVIDIA CUDA to simulate the light propagation and use OpenGL to render the final image. At first, the user specified transfer function are copied into the GPU memory. Then the opacity volume is calculated in parallel based on the transfer function and the resampled data volume which has the same resolution as the light volume. The initialization of light volume, the upwind scheme for convection and the diffusion iteration are also implemented using parallel kernel functions. The final light volume is copied to a OpenGL 3D texture and is sampled in a GLSL volume ray casting program. Because all the computations except the final ray casting are per voxel operations, it is extremely easy to implement using parallel GPU programs. The rendering quality and performance of our method are discussed in the next section. We did several simple experiments to validate our illumination method. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) shows a teapot rendering with different opacity values. It is shown that objects with higher opacity values can completely occlude the incoming light and cast dark shadows while semi-transparent objects just partially absorb the light energy and cast lighter shadows. We also render the teapot under different light sources. Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) shows the difference between distant and point light sources. For volume visualization, single light source may not fully illuminate the volume data due to the occlusion and dark shadows. Therefore, multiple distant light sources are useful for better illumination and distinct light colors may also help users to identify different regions of the of volume data. Fig. 5 is an example of using distant light sources. On the other hand, point light sources are also useful for volume visualization because it can be used to highlight certain part of the volume data. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a) where a mechanical part is rendered under four light sources. It is noticeable that the shadows generated by our illumination technique are soft shadows rather than hard shadows. The reason is that the upwind scheme we used in Section 5.4 is a first order scheme. Although stable, its numerical dissipation will smear the solution of the convection equation. Fortunately, this is a (white, red, green, blue) where colored soft shadows are produced.
Results

Lights and Soft Shadows
desired feature because soft shadows are more natural in real world. And the numerical dissipation can also be reduced by using higher resolution light volumes or high order upwind schemes.
Scattering Test
The scattering effect is tested by comparing the rendering results by using different scattering coefficients. In Fig. 6 , a buckyball is rendered with σ s = 0 and σ s = 10. It is shown that a translucent object rendered with a lower opacity and a higher σ s value can have a highly realistic look. This example also demonstrates that the internal structure is illuminated using an orange point light. Fig.  7 is another example which shows how the σ s value can affect the rendering results. Due to the multiple scattering, the dark smoke regions can be illuminated which offers a more realistic look. This example also shows that we can use the scattering coefficient to control the softness of the shadow.
More Examples
For highly occluded data such as Fig. 8 , soft shadows can improve the visual perception of depth orders compared to simple Phong shading. In this example, we first render the vortex using the local illumination. The we use our illumination method to render the vortex data using an orange distant light and the result show detailed soft shadows. In order to illuminate the other side of the data, we use another distant light with blue color. In the bottom-right image of Fig. 8 , we also added a green point light to illuminate the central area and the global spatial relations of the vortex data are clearly visualized. Fig. 9 is another example of how global illumi- more complex example where the dataset contains a machine room together with a flow pressure field. In this example, point lights are used to highlight certain part of the data. Fig. 10 shows more examples of our illumination method where all the volume datasets are rendered with realistic shadings. The depth orders as well as local thickness of structures are clearly presented.
Performance
The performance of all the rendering examples is listed in Table 1 . The volume data size, the number of light sources, the time used for light simulation and the volume rendering time per frame are listed. The light simulation is only needed after the lighting parameters or the opacity map has been changed. Therefore the frame rate is slower when users are adjusting the parameters that affect the global light transportation. Otherwise, the rendering time is almost the same as the classical volume ray casting with the Phong model. We also measure the light simulation time using different light volume resolutions. Table 2 shows that in order to achieve fast light simulation, a light volume with a resolution less than 128×128×128 should be used. Compared with previous work, our (a) method is not as fast as the high-quality precomputation based techniques, where changing lighting environments does not increase the rendering cost, and the rendering performance is dominated by the volume ray casting itself. However, our technique does not need precomputation and can produce rendering results with comparable high quality, which is more practical in certain cases.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a grid-based illumination method for volume visualization where a convection-diffusion equation is used to model the light propagation, absorption and scattering of optically thick medium within the volume data. The illumination model can be efficiently solved using classical numerical methods and it also produces high quality realistic rendering results which improve the visual perception on the volume data. One limitation of our current implementation is that we store the whole volume data in the GPU memory. Therefore the volume size is constrained by the total GPU memory. But it is straightforward to implement our method on clusters due to the parallel algorithm we used. Another issue is that the light simulation time could be much longer on less powerful GPUs. Fortunately, our illumination technique is iterative such that we can execute a fixed number of numerical iterations at each frame. In this way, the real-time frame rate can be maintained, which is crucial for interactive visualization. Our model also assumes the volume is optically thick. Although certain datasets do not satisfy this condition, the rendering results still look plausible for visualization purpose.
In the future, we will try to optimize our method for extremely large volume data and also time-varying data. Certain hierarchical data structures should be designed for extremely large volume data. For time-varying data, we can make use of the previous simulated light volumes as an initial guess of the new light volumes such that the number of iterations for solving the convection equation can be reduced due to the continuity of the time-varying data. We will also support more light types. For example, cone light can be implemented by simply limiting the emission angle of a point light. In addition, our illumination model can be applied to volume datasets on irregular meshes such as tetrahedron meshes without changing the model equation. The same equation can be solved using standard numerical methods such as finite element method, which is good for handling irregular meshes. 
